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Workshop Welcome

Sarah Myksin
Senior Vice President 

Scott Kruger
Vice President and Consultant

Sarah Kleeberger
Senior Consultant



Housekeeping 

items

Introductions

• Name
• Title
• Institution 

Agenda Review

Round Table Lunch Topics
• Current Trends in Philanthropy (continued)
• Hyper-Personalized Donor Engagement
• Mining Your Annual Giving Program for Major Prospects

Wi-Fi Network Info on Tables
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• National philanthropic, financial, 
economic trends that impact giving

• Behaviors and expectations in 
tomorrow’s major giving prospects 
and gift officers

• Key characteristics of high-quality 
donor engagement strategies

• Patterns of success we have observed 
in this market

Goals for today

1

2

3

Connect with other advancement leaders

We want you to leave today armed with additional context 

and research focused on:

We want you to leave today energized with at least one 

actionable idea you take back to your organization
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National Data, 
Trends, and Insights1
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Giving plateau

Increase:

+4.0%
After 
inflation:

-.7%
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Big swings require cautious planning and diversified 

revenue streams 
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Giving in tough economic circumstances 

Recession years 
in yellow
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QUESTIONS TO CONSIDER

How is this “recession” 

different from 2008? 

What are your predictions for next 

2-3 years in giving trends?
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How is this “recession” different from 2008?

• “Americans step up in times of need. The initial 
year of every recession has consistently shown 
increased giving in the last 40 years.”

• “One reason we know the Great Recession was 
so ‘great’ was that giving declined in the second 
and third year.”

• “This economic moment is also different, 
because it comes on the wings of significant 
2020 giving for immediate need. Donors may be 
‘tapped out’ to a greater degree than in previous 
recessions, which came after massive economic 
upturn and stock market inflation.”

-13%
S&P decline from Jan 1, 

2022 to Jan 1, 2023
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S&P predicts major giving 
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Consumer confidence predicts annual giving

63.4

Consumer 

Sentiment Index 

March 2023
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• Online giving grew 9% in 2021, representing a three-year increase of 42%.

• Foundations increased giving by 3% and have increased 10 of the last 11 years.

• Wealthy donors were more insulated from the effects of Covid, but now 

face liquidity issues related to securities decline.

• Corporate giving tends to be tied to pre-tax profits and GDP and was down.

• Giving by bequest was up but tends to fluctuate year over year.

• Expect to see trend upward from Baby Boomer effect

Additional context and philanthropic trends

Statistics from GivingUSA and Blackbaud.

What other trends have you observed that impact your work?
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How else has the 

landscape changed?
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Impact of national trends on fundraising orgs

Paused campaign launches

Interrupted donor outreach

Turnover and leadership change

Replacing fundraising activities 
rapidly, with little data
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Trends in technology and communication
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Challenges and Barriers
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What are your greatest challenges?
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QUESTIONS TO CONSIDER

What are the biggest 
potential opportunities? 

What holds the most promise?
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What do you believe holds the biggest promise?
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Key takeaways

• People still give, even when there is big economic stress.

• Major giving will largely follow S&P and we have to plan for 

economic uncertainty.

• Huge opportunity to engage donors through modern, digital 

channels and friction-free giving vehicles. 

• Younger donors are prime prospects for financial planning and 

giving conversations.

• What are your key takeaways for this session? 
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Leveraging Donor 

Engagement to Grow 

Major Gift Pipeline2
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What characteristics describe your major givers?

Take the Survey: RNL.com/ALS2022

engaged
impact passionate

connected trust

invested
aware

partner

educated

communication
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Changing the way we build pipeline

Key Trends

Over half of gift officers say they are not spending 
enough time on solicitation/crafting the ask.

About a quarter of fundraising positions 
now sit open.

Technology and channels are ever evolving 

Donors require greater personalization in 
communications and outreach to act on anything.
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Principal gifts take time

• More than half of principal givers have 
relationships of 11-40 years with the institution.

• Only 21% had been engaged less than 3 years.

• On average, it took 19.6 months from initial 
discussion to principal gift booking.

• Average gift officer turnover rate = 16 months.
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Higher quality and efficient discovery leads to more 
successful solicitation

But gift officers are not spending enough time with the right prospects

58%
of gift officers 

feel they don’t 

spend enough 

time in solicitation
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QUESTION TO CONSIDER
What tools, resources, training, and 

strategies are you providing to your gift 
officers at the discovery/qualification 

phase so they can move prospects more 
effectively to solicitation? 
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The evolution of qualification

✓ Predictive modeling 

✓ Personalized outreach at scale

✓ Donor “warming” campaigns

✓ Digital listening

✓ Low friction 1:1 engagement
opportunities

• Big prospect lists

• Our old friend Google

• Stressed prospect research

• Call, and call and call

• Fill in those appointments 
before you fly…

THE OLD WAY MODERN STRATEGY
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Warming: Using annual giving tactics 
for major giving outcomes

It takes more than a cold call to engage your donors.

➔ ➔

Targeted Digital 
Advertising Direct Mail Email
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Personal 1:1 engagement through many conduits

Pipeline development is a team sport

Student 
Ambassadors

Leadership 
Gift Officers

Board 
Members

Volunteers Partners
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Leveraging modern qualification to drive major gifts

Predictive Modeling

Warming Campaign

Digital Listening

Personal Conversation

Gift Officer Handoff

Actionable 
Insights + Notes

Readiness, 
Actual Interests

Educated, Engaged 
and Involved

Best New Donors
Planned Giving Prospects

High-Capacity Givers

Direct Mail, Video
Email, Survey, Text
Digital Advertising

Opens, Clicks
Views, Responses
Detected Interests

Student Ambassadors
Leadership Gift Officers

DXOs, Partners

Best 
Prospects

PG Interest
Meeting Interest

Campaign/Event Interest

An Appointment
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QUESTIONS TO CONSIDER

How is your organization measuring “engagement” today?

Have you adopted the CASE Alumni Engagement Metric 

used to measure/assess staff or overall performance?
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CASE Alumni Engagement Metrics Framework

CASE, Alumni Engagement Metrics White Paper, August 2018

• Number of Contactable Alumni

• AR Staff FTE

• AR Staff Salary Budget

• AR Program Budget

Inputs

Financial support that is 

meaningful to the donor and 

supports the institution’s mission 

and strategic goals

Philanthropic

Formally defined and rewarding 

volunteer roles that are endorsed 

by and valued by the institution

Volunteer

Meaningful experiences that 

inspire alumni, are valued by the 

institution, promote its mission, 

celebrate its achievements, and 

strengthen its reputation

Experiential

Interactive, meaningful, and 

informative communication that 

supports the institution’s mission, 

strategic goals and reputation

Communication
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Key takeaways

• Organizations should leverage the modern qualification process to better 

utilize the investment in their gift officers. 

• Tactics and tools used for other development silos (e.g., annual giving) 

can accelerate donor pipeline and improve portfolio performance. 

• Engagement is a metric worth measuring for predicting growth potential.

• What other takeaways do you have from this session? 
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Harnessing the Giving 
Potential of Millennials 

and Gen Z3
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QUICK POLL:
What percentage of your base is made up 

of younger prospects?
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Generational Breakdown of Population

Does your 
donor pool 

or base 
reflect the 
current U.S. 
population?
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Understanding Millennials/Gen Z
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Understanding Millennials and Gen Z

1
Adoption of a subscription-

based economy

70% of Millennials use them.

183 million 

subscribers

100 million 

subscribers

90% of Gen Z shoppers use 

subscription services, ranking it 
the highest cohort.

165M records were exposed 

from data breaches in 2019.

Greater scrutiny and skepticism 
of institutions and organizations.

36% of contact data 

decays per year.

Alumni are harder to stay 

in contact with—more mobile, 

moving frequently and staying
in jobs for shorter periods.

1 1
General 

skepticism2 1
Trouble reaching

donors3
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Financial Power of Millennial/Gen Z

Sources: Bank of America Study on Philanthropy

Millennial average net 

worth doubled during the 

pandemic.
Most is in real estate, 

making up one third of 

wealth.

$33 Trillion
Purchasing power of Gen Z by 2030

81%

55%

Gave to a charity in 2021

Say issues matter more than 
the organization
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QUESTION TO CONSIDER

How are you engaging Millennial 

and Gen Z donors/prospects? 
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Schuler Young Alumni Initiative

• A collaboration between the Schuler Education Foundation, 
RNL and five pilot colleges.

• 3-year project that provided colleges with resources to 
expand engagement activities for young alumni.

• Goal of increasing the number of young alumni genuinely 
connected and participating as donors. 

• Leverage market research and share learnings with other 
colleges and universities.  

https://www.ruffalonl.com/papers-research-higher-education-fundraising/2021-young-alumni-engagement-and-philanthropy-report/
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Schuler Young Alumni 

Initiative Results

Acquisition & Retention Gains
54% growth in donor base; 74% overall 
retention with 46% new donor retention 
(more than 2x the national average).

Engaged Generation
More than 1,200 alumni supported the 
Initiative through volunteer activities.

Increased Giving
Median and average gift size increased. 
$12.5 million contributed from the 
cohort of 2002 – 2017 graduates.  
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Initiative Key Takeaways

• Young alumni are philanthropic. Nearly 90 percent report making financial contributions, with a 
slight increase in 2021; the pandemic didn’t deter giving. Volunteer and donation activity (to any 
organization):

53% 88% 6%

Donate NeitherVolunteer

51% report volunteering and 39% report donating at least once a month.
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Initiative Key Takeaways

• Young alumni have capacity. In 2021 more than a third of survey 
respondents made charitable contributions of $1,000 or more. 
Colleges that increased giving asks saw up to a 90% change in 
median gift amount in phase two of the Initiative.

• Authentic connections for students and alumni are key. Young 
alumni reporting higher rates of student satisfaction and a good 
sense of current connection are 4x more likely to give.
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Initiative Key Takeaways

• Young alumni are motivated by impact. More than 95 percent of 
young alumni stated it was important to see evidence of impact.
Purpose-driven campaigns are much more likely to resonate. 

• Supporting current students is a priority. In 2018 and 2019, alumni 
indicated they gave back because their alma mater helped them. 
Last year the majority indicated they gave back to help current 
students—making a difference in the lives of current students is a 
top motivator.
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Initiative Key Takeaways

• Young alumni respond to urgent need and events of 2020 shaped survey responses. Organizations 
or causes recent grads are most likely to support:

NA

33% 33% 35%

26%
23%

44% 42% 40%

33%
30%

21%

Racial Justice Social Justice Political Higher Ed Environmental Health care

2019 2021
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National survey of young alumni

response rate

Expanded beyond the pilot 

colleges with feedback

from 40,000 alumni

Project goals
• Learn more about volunteer and giving behaviors and priorities

• Learn more about motivations

• Learn more about content and communications preferences

• Examine differences in alumni population

• Use feedback to shape outreach and inform future engagement

Four launch dates (Fall 2018)
• 36 participating schools

• Sent to over 500,000 alumni

Full report included in your workshop materials
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Similar response across broader group: recent grads are 
philanthropic!

Philanthropic activity

Donate NeitherVolunteer
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35%

25%
24% 23% 23%

20% 20% 19% 18% 18% 17%
14%

12%

6%

26%
23%

25%
22%

32%
30%

37%

23%
26%

24%

30%

21%
18%

11%

Volunteer Donate

"Which types of orgs do you currently support?"
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48%
45%

43%
45%

42%
39%

37%

31% 31%

26% 27% 25%

17% 16%

56%

49%
51%

53%
51%

47% 46%

35%

44%

39%

33%

39%

21%
24%

Volunteer Donate

“If you had the resources, which types of orgs 
would you like to support?”
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86% report being contacted to make a gift 

Omnichannel approach

69%
62%

56%

17%
10% 8%

67%

27%

7%

17%

7% 8%

Email Direct mail (postal
service)

Phone call Social media
campaign

Volunteer or "peer-
to-peer" outreach

Text message

How have you / would you like to be contacted to make a gift 
to [Institution]? (select all that apply)

Contacted Medium Prefered Medium
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National survey of young alumni

young alumni 

strongly agree that 

their gift to their 

alma mater makes 

a difference

1 in 10

44% give for direct impact of the cause 

on their family, friends, or themselves.

42% give if the cause clearly 

demonstrates the impact.
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Future donations to your alma mater

What are Donors Most Likely to Support?

Scholarships and financial aid 66%
Specific department or major 45%
Initiatives to assist first gen students 44%
Mental health services 43%
Initiatives that build an inclusive campus environment 37%
Annual fund 27%

What are Non-Donors Most Likely to Support?

Scholarships and financial aid 54%
Mental health services 48%
Specific department or major 42%
Initiatives to assist first gen students 37%
Programs supporting sustainability 31%
Annual fund 6%
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2%

5%

11%

39%

14%

6%

16%

3%

Less than $20 $20-$49 $50-$99 $100-$499 $500-$999 $1000-$1,249 $1,250-$9,999 $10,000 +

Do not discount capacity

Overall donations in 2018 (national survey)

39% made gifts totaling more 
than $500 in CY 2018
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QUESTION TO CONSIDER

Are younger donor cohorts part of 

your campaign plan?
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What did we learn?

• Young donors need to feel a connection to the fundraising opportunity. 
Targeted micro-campaigns were effective.

• People rally around big tent initiatives; giving days and challenge events 
delivered an average of 2,405 donors (pilot colleges, acquisition phase).

• Don’t set the bar too low. Young donors will give higher amounts, 
especially if we quantify collective impact. 

• Tools that allow for personalization, real-time engagement, improve 
donor/volunteer experience, and create staff efficiencies are worth it.

• What other takeaways do you have from this session?
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Burning Questions4
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Questions and Topics Shared by You…
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Building a strong foundation for growth

Plans guided by 

a strategic and 

long-term vision

Direction and 

goals dictated 

by data and 

analytics

Culture of 

investment

Commitment 

to the process 

and the 

mission
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Thank you for attending!

EVALUATION FORM
Please complete evaluation form and leave at the 
table or hand to an RNL staff member

RESOURCES
Resources are at the check-in table and online

CONNECT WITH RNL
Let us know if you’d like to connect to discuss how we are 
partnering with campuses in any of the following areas:

• Omnichannel fundraising campaigns

• Expert consulting for giving days, digital 

fundraising, strategic planning

• On-campus digital engagement centers

• Digital fundraising tools: ScaleFunder 

and QuadWrangle

• Direct marketing and creative services

Complimentary Registration 
to the 2023 RNL National 

Donor Engagement 
Workshop in Nashville on 

July 26-27!

Must register by May 2nd

to receive this special offer.

Use code: 

RNLPartner

OFFER TO RNL 

WORKSHOP PARTICIPANTS



All material in this presentation, including text and images, is the property of RNL. Permission is required to reproduce information.

Thank You
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Appendix5
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Student debt is of concern

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

Student debt and financial aid are serious issues

College/university endowments should be ethically invested

American colleges/universities should encourage the free expression of many points
of view

Colleges/universities should increase availability and access to student support
services

Colleges/universities should be doing more to help graduates get good jobs

Discourse on campus should be more respectful of diverse opinions

Making a campus feel inclusive to the current student body is more important than
maintaining historic names, artwork, and traditions on campus

Colleges/universities should increase the level in which they support athletics

Children of alumni should receive preferential treatment in admissions

Please indicate your level of agreement or disagreement with each statement.

Strongly agree Agree Neutral Disagree Strongly disagree
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Young alumni giving preferences

Demonstrating 
impact is 
crucial.

2020 Schuler/RNL Young Alumni National Survey
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2020 Schuler/RNL Young Alumni National Survey
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Rate your overall satisfaction with your experience as a student at [Institution]

Satisfaction and Giving

Very 
satisfied, 

64%

Somewhat 
satisfied, 28%

Neutral, 5%

Not very 
satisfied, 3%

Not satisfied at 
all, 1%

72%

24%

4%
1%

0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

70%

80%

Yes No Don't recall Prefer not to
respond

Very Satisfied By Donation Status
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Trust is on the decline

Source: Morning Consult
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General Decline in Trust
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Supporting causes and community driven

Motivations of Millennial and Gen Z prospects

75%

63%
54%

28% 26%
15%

82%

56% 53%

39% 38%
29%

I believe in the
importance of

supporting
worthwhile causes

The organization
makes my

community a better
place to live

I feel better knowing
I have supported

something
worthwhile

The organization or
cause has helped me

The organization
had a direct impact
on a family member

or friend

I usually can't afford
to make a cash

donation/free time
to volutneer

What motivates you to volunteer/donate in support of an 
organization or cause? Select all that apply.

Volunteer Donate
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